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The topic of this article may not conform to Wikipedia's general notability guideline. Please help demonstrate the familiarity of the subject by quoting reliable secondary sources who are independent of the topic and provide significant coverage of it beyond a mere trivial mention. If non-ability cannot be
displayed, the article is likely to be merged, redirected, or deleted. Find sources: Chief Development Officer India – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (November 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) The Chief Development Officer is an administrative post in the
Indian states of Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand and Bihar tasked with overseeing various development schemes of poverty alleviation and infrastructure creation of state and central governments. The officer operates under the overall supervision and control of the district magistrate. [2] See also National
Rural Livelihood Mission Pradhan Mantri Gramin Awaas Yojana Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MRCEGA) Members of Parliament's Local Area Development Scheme (MPLADS) References ^ CDO Office/Vikas Bhavan. Bareilly.nic.in. Retrieved 2017-11-22. ^ Home: Chief
Development Office, Government of Uttarakhand, India. Cdodoon.gov.in. Retrieved 2017-11-22. Retrieved from Also found in: Dictionary, Thesaurus, Medical, Financial, Encyclopedia, Wikipedia. Category Filter: Show Everything (56)Most Common (0)Technology(7)Government &amp; Military
(20)Science &amp; Medicine (8)Business(8)Organizations(16)Snake/Jargon(3)AcronymDefinitionCDOCagayan de Oro (Philippines)CDOCollaboration Data Objects (Microsoft)CDOCollateralized Debt ObligationCDOChief Digital Officer (various organizations)CDOChief Data Officer (various
companies)CDOCompagnia Delle OpereCDOChief Development Officer (corporate title)CDOCommandoCDOCareer Development Opportunities (various organizations)CDOClear Data OverrunCDOCommon Data ObjectCDOCollaborative Data ObjectCDOChief District Officer (Nepal)CDOContinuous
Descent Operation (multiple locations)CDOCentral Dense Charming (meteorology)CDOCommand Duty OfficerCDOChild Development Organization (Pakistan)CDOConseil des Ombres (French: Shadow Board; game)CDOCommunity Development OrganizationCDOCommunity Dial OfficeCDOCommunity
Development OfficeCDOCentrale des Opticiens (French: Central Opticians)CDOChromosome Deletion Outreach, IncCDOCare Delivery Organization (health care)CDO Controlled Dissolution/OxidationCDOCompulsive Disorder of ObsessivenessCDOCapital Defender OfficeCDOpressComed Day Off
(various organizations)CDOCentre de Danses Orientales (French : Oriental Dance Center)CDOCome da Oggetto(Italian: As Per Subject)CDOClergy Deployment Office(r)CDOControlling DoD(Department of Defense) Office(US DoD)CDOCentral Dispatch Duty OfficerCDOCentral Documentation
OfficeCDOCivil Defense OfficeCDOCarbon Shelled Silicon Silicon Payout of OfficerCDOChild Development OfficerCDOChicago District OfficeCDOChief Disciplinary Officer (prisons)CDOCorneodermatoosseous SyndromeCDOCustomer Direct OrderCDOCommercial Development OfficeCDOChange
Design OrderCDOConstruction Development/Design OfficeCDOCommunity Development organizerCDOConstrained Distortion OptimalCDOClassified Documents OfficerCDOConsent Discharge Order (Canadian Courts)CDOChange Data OrderCDOContested &amp; Degraded Operations(U.S. Air
Force)CDOControl Document OfficerCDOCoaxial Digital OutputCDOCommunity Development OutlineCDOCallable Debt ObligationCopyright 1988-2018 AcronymFinder.com, All rights reserved. Want to thank TFD for its existence? Tell a friend about us, add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster's
page for free fun content. Link to this page: 'The Pollution Assessing Council has seen that there is indeed a prima facie evidence that Agumil Philippines 'has pollutants that constitute immediate threat to life, and public health, safety, and welfare,' hence the immediate issuance and implementation of the
CDO,' EMB-Mimaropa Regional Director Drake Matias said. At the center of things, the CDO has the more operational D&amp;I, or diversity and inclusion, matters: there are trainings to do, workshops to host, conferences to attend. For example, many life insurance companies invest both in entire loans
for which they hold the mortgage note (and which appear in MBA's data under the category of life insurance companies) and in CMBS, collateralized debt obligations (CDOs) and other asset-backed securities (ABS) for which the security issuers and trustees hold the note (and which appear in the data
under CMBS, CDO and other ABS issues). A collateralized debt obligation (CDO) is a complex structured financing product backed by a pool of loans and other assets and sold to institutional investors. A CDO is a specific type derived because, as its name suggests, its value derives from another
underlying asset. These assets become the collateral as the loan default. To create a CDO, investment banks collect cash flow-generating assets — such as mortgages, bonds and other forms of debt — and repackage them into discrete classes, or traps based on the level of credit risk accepted by the
investor. These lure boards of securities become the final investment products: bonds, whose names may reflect their specific underlying assets. For example, mortgage-aided securities (MBS) consist of mortgage loans, and asset-backed securities (ABS) contain corporate debt, auto loans or credit card
debt. CDOs are called collateralized because the promised refunds of the underlying assets are the collateral that give the CDOs their value. Other types of CDOs include collateralized mortgage obligations bonds backed by a pool of high-yield but lower-rated bonds, and collateralized loan obligations
(CLOs)-single securities that are backed by a pool of debt, which often contains low credit rating loans. The traps of CDOs are named to reflect their risk profiles; for example, senior debt, mezzanine debt, and junior debt-photo in the sample below along with their Standard and Poor's (S&amp;P) credit
ratings. But the actual structure varies depending on the individual product. Image by Sabrina Jiang © Investopedia 2020 In the table, note that the higher the credit rating, the lower the coupon rate (interest rate that the mortgage pays annually). If the loan defaults, the senior bondholders first are paid
from the collateralized pool of assets, followed by bondholders in the other venues according to their credit ratings; the lowest rated credit is paid last. The senior tranches are generally the safest because they have the first claim on the collateral. Although the senior debt is usually rated higher than the
junior tranches, it offers lower coupon rates. On the other hand, the junior debt offers higher coupons (more interest) to compensate for their greater risk of default; but because they're risky, they generally come with lower credit ratings. Senior Debt = Higher credit rating, but lower interest rates. Junior
Debt = Lower credit rating, but higher interest rates. Collateralized debt obligations are complicated, and numerous professionals have a hand in creating them: Securities companies, who approve the choice of collateral, structure the notes in tranches and sell them to investorcDO executives, who choose
the collateral and often manage the CDO portfoliosRating agencies, which evaluate the CDOs and know them credit ratingsFinancial farming, which promises to compensate investors for any losses on the CDO tranches in exchange for premium paymentsors such as pension funds and hedge funds debt
obligation is a complex structured financing product backed by a pool of loans and other assets. These underlying assets serve as collateral if the loan goes into default. Although risky and not for all investors, CDOs are a viable tool for shifting risk and freeing up capital. The earliest CDs were built in
1987 by former investment bank, Drexel Burnham Lambert– where Michael Milken, then called the junk tape king, reigned. The Drexel bankers created these early CDs by accessing portfolios of junk bonds, issued by different companies. Eventually, other securities companies launched CDs containing
other assets that had more predictable income streams, such as car loans, student loans, credit card receivables and airplane leases. However, CDOs remained a niche product until 2003-04, when the U.S. housing boom led CDO issuers to turn their attention to subprime mortgage-disordered securities
as a new source of collateral for CDs. Collateralized debt obligations have gained in popularity with CDO sales rising nearly tenfold from $30 billion to $225 billion in 2003. , CDOs have one of the worst performing performing in the subprime meltdown, which began in 2007 and peaked in 2009. The
eruption of the CDO bubble inflicted losses running into hundreds of billions of dollars for some of the largest financial services institutions. These losses resulted in the investment banks either going bankrupt or being bailed out via government intervention and helping to escalate the global financial crisis,
the Great Recession, during this period. Despite their role in the financial crisis, collateralized debt obligations are still an active area of structured financing investment. CDOs and the even more notorious synthetic CDs are still being used, as they are ultimately a tool to shift risk and free up capital — two
of the many outcomes investors depend on Wall Street to achieve, and for which Wall Street has always had an appetite. Appetite.
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